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Abstract -WSN has numerous applications in military, wellbeing and in various modern segments. Because of the 
properties of WSN, sensor nodes are regularly credited with confined power, low data measure, low memory estimate 
and limited vitality. Because of the small size and energy adequacy choices, researchers incite numerous routing 
protocols for cluster-based WSN. Routing could be a strategy for determinative a way amongst supply and endless 
supply of data transmission. The load among the cluster heads can balance up to some degree by LEACH. Singular 
schedule vacancy keeps cluster head from superfluous heads and maintains a strategic distance from over the top 
energy dissipation. Despite what might be expected, LEACH is not appropriate to vast area networks, and uneven 
dissemination of cluster head brings additional overhead. An advanced routing approach utilizing hybrid routing 
algorithm of PEGASIS and LEACH and optimize the pattern of cluster head election probability has been reported 
and simulated in this examination for 2000 rounds and the network lifetime has increased more than 2000 rounds. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A wireless sensor network (WSN) comprise of a few number of modest sensor nodes from a couple to hundreds 
or even thousands, dispersed over a geological area additionally termed as detecting field. Every node is a low-
power gadget, which at the same time has the capacity of processing, wireless communication and detecting 
data. 

Power source considered as one of the principle parts of the sensor nodes. However, sensor nodes are usualy 
powered by the batteries, with restricted limit. In WSNs, power utilization for the most part occurs in three 
segments: detecting, communication, and data handling. Because of the natural imperatives, a large portion of 
the circumstances the batteries can nor be supplanted or revived. Hence, with a specific end goal to expand the 
network lifetime, energy of the batteries must be utilized wisely. 

Routing layer in the wireless sensor networks is a layer, which is in charge of transferring received data, from 
every sensor node to the base station. As packet of data can be transmitted through various ways, settling on 
choice for choosing the way importantly affects the energy proficiency of the framework. Along these lines, the 
energy proficiency of the routing protocols is the key factor of designing a wireless sensor network. 

In a few cases, multiple detecting component nodes are expected to beat environmental obstacles like deterrents 
and viewable pathway limitations. Likewise, the setting to be checked doesn't have a partner level of existing 
framework for energy practical communication. Along these lines, it ends up basic for detecting component 
nodes to get by on small, limited sources of energy and convey through a wireless communication. Security 
could be a crucial problem on account of inalienable restrictions in WSN. 

Unlike their progenitor ad hoc networks, WSN are asset restricted, they are conveyed thickly, they are inclined 
to disappointments, the quantity of nodes are a few requests higher than that of ad hoc networks, their network 
topology is continually transforming, they utilize broadcast communication mediums lastly wireless sensor 
nodes does not have worldwide recognizable proof labels. Figure 1.1 demonstrates the real parts of a run of the 
mill WSN. 
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Figure 1.1 Components of typical WSN. 

 Sensor Field: An area where sensor nodes are placed can be considered as sensor field in WSN. 

 Sensor Nodes: This ate the core of the network that employ to collect information and send it back to the 
sink. 

 Sink: A sink is itself a sensor node in wireless sensor network performs a specific operation of collecting, 
processing and storing data from the nearby sensor nodes. It minimizes the number of messages to be sent, 
hence minimizing the aggregate energy consumption of the network. 

 Task Manager: The task manager is the incorporated purpose of control inside the network, which collect 
data from the network and spreads control data back to the network. 

II. ROUTING PROTOCOL 

Nevertheless, routing protocols of all WSN, regardless of the application, should endeavour to profit by the 
network life traverse and diminish the energy usage of the whole network. For these causes, the energy use 
parameter has hoisted priority than different highlights. At the network level, it is enormously advantageous to 
find strategies for vitality productive course area and transmitting data throughout the sensor nodes and base 
stations, keeping in mind the end goal to boost the lifespan of the system. 

Directing in WSN is particularly asking for inferable from the inbuilt components which separate these systems 
from various remote systems, for instance, cell, and convenient exceptionally named systems. In the midst of the 
bigger piece of utilization conditions, nodes in WSNs are by and large adjusted after arrangement except for, 
perhaps, somewhat number of adaptable nodes. Inferable from such assortments, a couple of counts, for 
instance, LEACH, Power Efficient Gathering in Sensor Information Systems (PEGASIS) and Virtual Grid 
Architecture (VGA) have been proposed for the coordinating bothers in WSN. 

Routing protocols are frequently delegated Proactive, Reactive and Hybrid looking on the kind of 
communication courses prepared at interims the network for data transmission from the supply to sink. 

In Proactive routing protocols every one of the routes are computed before the sink makes connect 
commencement to speak with the nodes inside the network, wherever as in Reactive routing protocols, the trail 
esteems square measure ascertained just if necessary. At whatever point a sink needs to contact a particular 
node, the way esteems were computed and hence the best way is decided for data transmission. 

Hybrid routing protocols, as the name proposes, is a blend of both proactive and receptive routing protocols, 
which chooses when to ascertain the way from the sink to the source contingent upon the sort of 
communication. For the most part, it has been proposed that proactive routing protocols are better for static 
nodes. The reason is that a ton of vitality can be spared contrasted with receptive routing protocols which rely 
upon the revelation of the best course way for data transmission. In proactive routing it isn't important to look 
for the closest neighbours for each next hop when data is transmitted. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

A routing layer in the wireless sensor networks is a layer that is in responsible for transferring acquired data 
from every sensor node to the base station. A packet of data can be transmitted through the diverse ways, 
settling on choice for choosing the way; May importantly affects the load adjusting amongst nodes and delay. At 
that point the vitality effectiveness and supporting the portability relies upon the routing protocol and upkeep 
strategy, which is chosen for the structure. Routing in a wireless sensor networks is in a general sense not 
exactly the equivalent as substitute wireless networks, as there are numerous particular necessities for wireless 
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sensor networks. In proposed approach a hybridenergy effective protocol in light of LEACH (Low-vitality 
adaptive clustering chain of command) PEGASIS and Power-Efficient Gathering in Sensor Information 
Systems)us utilized. PEGASIS is a routing protocol that is augmentation of LEACH. In PEGASIS a chain of 
sensors is made that send and get data from their neighbor. In any case, just a single node from the anchor is 
capable to forward data to the base station. In this protocol data is gathered, moves between nodes, collected 
lastly is sent to the sink. Against of LEACH, PEGASIS utilize one node frame the bind to send data to sink 
instead of utilizing variable nodes and it keeps from developing a cluster. In this strategy data is sent to its 
neighbors in data collection and not to be sent to CH as in LEACH. Moreover in this routing protocol each node 
has worldwide learning about alternate nodes in the network particularly about the area of sensors. At the point 
when battery exhaustion happens to a node and it neglects to operate, the chain is shaped using the insatiable 
approach with bypassing kicked the bucket sensor. Examination on the outcomes pronouncing that PEGASIS 
can gives two times network lifetime as much a similar network lifetime conveying LEACH protocol. This work 
is the hybrid routing protocols principally PEGASIS and some element of it adjusted to enhance lifetime and 
taken from LEACH routing protocol. The flow chart of it is shown in the fig. 3.1;figure 3.1 explains the step by 
step execution of algorithm of proposed hybrid routing. 

The implementation and simulation of proposed model has completed on Matlab Simulink Simulation 
environment. The steps of simulation of proposed work are given as follows:- 

(1) Start Simulation in Matlab Environment 

(2) Initialize environment variable in Matlab. 

(3) Generate wireless sensor network model. 

(4) Check condition if  i<=number of rounds follow the next step else calculate throughput  of the network. 

(5) Set alive nodes 

(6) Check for dead nodes 

(7) Select cluster head with defined probabilities 

(8) Compute the consumption of energy of data transfer from CH to base station. 

(9) Compute consumption of energy during data transfer from nodes to CH. 

(10) Computeconsumption of energy during data transfer from nodes to CH. 

(11) Check alive nodes for round 

(12) If alive nodes are more than 0 back to step (4) else follow nest step 

(13) Calculate throughput of the network 

(14) Compare and Display results. 

(15) End Process. 

Primary and secondary CHs are evenly distributed throughout the network and number of CHs formed in each 
round is almost uniform. 

The uniformity in number of CHs formed and the multilevel approach allow less number of nodes to participate 
in long distance transmission, resulting poor energy consumption in the network and network lifetime has 
increased occurs more number of nodes being alive till the end of network lifetime. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The proposed model has been implemented simulated on Matlab with the random network. Figure demonstrates 
the vast energy savings accomplished utilizing LEACH for the majority of the parameter space. In addition to 
decreasing energy scattering, LEACH effectively optimize energy consumption among the nodes.Through the 
Matlab based software simulation, the proposed protocols execution has observed and compared with existing 
model. 

Figure 4.1 Shows the Network lifetime of Alive nodes vs number of rounds for hybrid routing of 100 network 
nodes.  
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Figure 3.1 Flow Chart of Proposed Methodology. 

 

Figure 4.1 Network Life Time: Alive Node vs Rounds. 

In a wireless channel, electromagnetic wave's power diminishes as per the power law function of the separation 
between the receiver and transmitter. The capacity determines the energy consumption while a signal is 
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transferring amongst transmitter and receiver in coordinate line or multipath display. Energy utilization 
complies with the power law function. The meaning of power law function is relied upon a basic separation 
amongst receiver and transmitter. The overall energy consumption at individual node for various protocols is 
shown in the Figure 4.2. Figure 4.2 plotted the average energy consumption of nodes vs number of rounds for 
hybrid routing for 100 network nodes. 

 

Figure 4.2 Average Energy plotof Nodes vs Rounds. 

CONCLUSION 

There are huge numbers of researches are done in the same field in which design principals, and technical 
approaches of routing protocols of WSNs have been discussed.Design of routing protocols is a key factor of 
energy effectiveness in wireless sensor networks. Because of the reality, that there is energy constraint for 
sensor nodes, it is a critical test to improve routing protocols in vitality utilization. The lower election 
probability of cluster head in the hybrid routing will have longer network lifetime which is higher than the 
present methodology. Therefore by observing energy for each node the lifetime of network would be decreased. 
Clearly every node devours some energy for transmitting data to the sink node. The measure of energyconsumed 
by every node is relating to the separation of the node with the base station. From the simulation outcome the 
average consumption of energy has reduced per rounds. Also the network lifetime is also increased. 
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